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A UNIFIED TREATMENT OF BOUNDARY LAYER AND
LUBRICATION APPROXIMATIONS IN VISCOUS FLUID

MECHANICS

C,ILIN IOAN GHEORGHIU

At¡stract. It is a matter of every day experience to find the boundary layer andlubrication approximations exposed as if they had nothing in common. It is the aim ofthis note to show that, in fact, they 
"orrr. 

io* the Naviãr-stokes system and that theycorrespond to some distinguished limits of the Reynolds number.
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1. INTRODUCTION

lot of literature does exist conc the concepts of
b.oundary layers and in th Sometimes, a
situation may occur when p der flows sucil th
are important in thin layers what is the grou
possible to choose !e!wee1 these two approximatons? o"nly the conventional
wisdom or empirical data?

It is the goal of this approach to underline the iclea that boundary layer
n approximation, called also thin layer (film)
inguished limits of Reynolds number in Nàrrierl
the thickness d of boundary layer and thin layer

we wiu use rhe merh"d"Jiå:;"åili-il":*:| in order ro reach rhesedistinguished limits' The method is available in the irnfoti""t work of Bender& Orszag-[2]' A lot of results obtained using this -"ihod are scattered in ahuge number of articles and in some books ãevoted to the so-called applierlmathematics. we refer here to Li'and seger [g], Fowkes and Mahony ¡3i;dFowler [4], to quote but a few.
There are also many books on fluid mechanics which pay attention to

these concepts.
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3 B Layer and Lubrication Approximations

3. CONCLUDING R,EMARKS

The book of schrichting []-2] is a crassic and voluminous engineering ap-proach to boundarv layer tt òo.y. In the Ro;;rriurr-ìläär,rr" the same isOroveanu [11].

uld mention the book of Acheson [1j,this topic, and the book of OcLen¿on
oss with some novel applications and

2. BOUNDARY LAYER APPROXIMATION VS. LUBRICATION
APPR,OXIMATION

If a typical frow verocity istI, and a typical flow geometry is of dimensionl, then if we nondimensionalize the variables as follows:

u - U, x - l, p - pæ - pù2,t - t ltl
i'e' write t,:úu*, etc., substitute in Navier-stokes system and drop asterisks,we get

(1) v.u:g,
ut r (u. V), - -Vp+ I .V2,r.

H,E
The dimensionless parameter Re is Re : (,Irfu, and the sign - stands forasymptotic equivalent.

for example, at infinity.
fic situation, namely a two dimensional
length scale, denoted d, relative to the

" 
i"# ;i j î1,ïîïî, :îi:" :ï::î;:andconsider0(e(1.

\4/e have to remark that from the mathematicar point view the parameter¿ has an asymptotic meaning.
with respect to the boundary layer concept, a rot of empiricar (experi-mental) as well as numerical estimations f.or d are available.

other hand, is frequently used in
pical there, that the thickness ô of

recent study of Wilson, Davis and Ban

Thus, if we rescale the Navier_Stokes ystem (l) bV writing
(2) U-€,r-€tp-Ile21e
with u: (u,u), these equations become:

(3) 
.e2Re (d,ld;;':Ye*:o;,,-.€2,*,,,

e*Re (dz/dt) : -py * e2 (urr l e2u,,) .

/,, \ 
cotr"nuentl¡ if Reynolds number does not exceed a quantity of order 0

(;/' ,n" system (3) leads to Reynolds'equations of lubricatiorr theory, which
determines the flow solution given ô and a flow rate (flux) (see for exampleFowler [4], Ch. 6, Viscous flow).

If Reynolds number becomes larger, more exactly, Re : O (j), ,n"
same system (3) produces the boundary layer equations, i.e.

(4) u* * u, :0,
uux i'U't!,a : uUy * U, Ur,

t37

where U(r) :: u(r,æ).
It is now clear that the two distinguishecl limits of Reynords number cor_responding to lubrication approximation and boundary låy", approximation

are respectively Ife and Ife2.
It is also worth noting that, the only way the seconcr equation in (3) willnot reduce to a triviality as e -+ 0 is the case when the pr"..rru is rescaled withrf e2..this is whv in (á) we choose the scale tlr;nái;;;;;.r"re. wirh ihisrescaling the pressure field becomes p : 0(1) in toundary ioy", apploximationandp:0(7le),0 < e ( 1in lubrication approximation.

The above discussion is independent with respect to various boundaryco'ditions that would be specified for boundary layer equations (4) or lubrica_tion equations. A no-slip boundary co dition ó" u ,ohá bounclary is comnron
for both approximations. In the fiist one, conditions for velocity and pressure
away from the solid boundary and in the later, shear stress conditions, kine-matic boundary conditions or even Navier slip conditions on interfaces, are tobe imposed to close the differential system.

unfortunatel¡ our analysis restricts itself to two dimensional flows.
Last but not least, we have to ob;erve that rubrication theory is a rinearone' or in other words, even at high Reynolds numbers, when the flow is
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shallow, the inertia (convective) terms are negligible. For higher Reynolds
nurnbers, the boundary layer system remains essentially nonlinear.
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ON THE NUMERICAL trVALUATION OF CtrRTAIN 2-D
SINGULAR INTEGRALS*

LAURA GORI, LAURA LO CASCIO, ELISABETTA SANTI

At¡stract. The problem of approximating certain two-dimensional Cauchy principal
value integrals is here considered, product integration formulas with multiple nodes are
presented and the behaviour ofthe remainder is analyzed. Next a particular class ofcubature
rules is generated, having the peculiar property that the set of the nodes holds fixed while
their multiplicities vary. Some numerical examples of application of the latter rules are also
provided.

Key words and phrases: product formulas, singular integrals, s-orthogonaÌ polinomials.

1.. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the numerical evaluation of the following two-
dimensional Cauchy principal value (CPV) integrals

11
(1) I(wf;€,,t):{{w@,r¡ d.rdy,l€l <1, l,il <1

lr!,
is of interest in many applications; the approaches for approximating (1) are
of two types: local and global. Local methods based on the use of splines have
been considered, for instance in [2]; they are suitable, in particular, when / is
not smooth, while, when / is differentiable, global methods are probably to be
preferred. In this concern, product fo''mulas based on the use of orthogonal
polynomials have been proposed (see, for instance, [B], [10]); it is the case of
formulas having the form

11
f f pt(")pz(") drdy -

(2) ^'-,'t D C¿¡ (€,n) f @¿,Yj) i: Q^,"U;€,ù .

i=l j:1
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